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Future Shock! Revealing the Timeline
by Celeste Solum June 26, 2020

17 WAYS TECHNOLOGY COUL D CHAN GE THE WORLD BY 20 25
Three days ago the World Economic Forum published a timeline of events that are in the pipeline that has set into
motion the ful llment of biblical prophecies that many of us have long been expecting. What is the true meaning
behind this time? What can you expect? What are the spiritual rami cations of this rollout? Are your ready?
Here we go!
1. AI-optimized manufacturing
Paper and pencil tracking, luck, signi cant global travel and opaque supply chains are part of today’s status quo,
resulting in large amounts of wasted energy, materials and time. Accelerated in part by the long-term shutdown of
international and regional travel by COVID-19, companies that design and build products will rapidly adopt cloudbased technologies to aggregate, intelligently transform, and contextually present product and process data from
manufacturing lines throughout their supply chains. By 2025, this ubiquitous stream of data and the intelligent
algorithms crunching it will enable manufacturing lines to continuously optimize towards higher levels of output
and product quality – reducing overall waste in manufacturing by up to 50%. As a result, we will enjoy higher
quality products, produced faster, at lower cost to our pocketbooks and the environment.
Translated: In harmony with the UN Sustainable Millennial Goals manufacturing will be slashed by 50% to reduce
the human footprint. This will impact what and how much you can purchase. All manufacturing must be a part
of the AI network system or it will be terminated.
Expect: Radical rationing of products not considered essential and/or part of the old world system.
Spiritual Implications: By 2025: And that no man might buy or sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the
beast, or the number of his name. Revelation 13:12
2. A far-reaching energy transformation
In 2025, carbon footprints will be viewed as socially unacceptable, much like drunk driving is today. The COVID-19
pandemic will have focused the public’s attention on the need to take action to deal with threats to our way of
life, our health and our future. Public attention will drive government policy and behavioral changes, with carbon
footprints becoming a subject of worldwide scrutiny. Individuals, companies and countries will seek the quickest
and most a ordable ways to achieve net-zero – the elimination of their carbon footprint. The creation of a
sustainable, net-zero future will be built through a far-reaching energy transformation that signi cantly reduces
the world’s carbon emissions, and through the emergence of a massive carbon management industry that
captures, utilizes and eliminates carbon dioxide. We’ll see a diversity of new technologies aimed at both reducing
and removing the world’s emissions – unleashing a wave of innovation to compare with the industrial and digital
Revolutions of the past.
Translated: Global governance and their media partners utilizing their Public-Private Partnerships will in uence
through public manipulation their version of social justice by decimating carbon footprints.
Expect: Any individual, company, or country working outside of global governance will be terminated.
Spiritual Implications: God created a carbon based world and the enemies of His system will methodically
eliminate God and His creation as the global beast system assembles and the Anti-Christ is revealed.

3. A new era of computing
By 2025, quantum computing will have outgrown its infancy, and a rst generation of commercial devices will be
able tackle meaningful, real-world problems. One major application of this new kind of computer will be the
simulation of complex chemical reactions, a powerful tool that opens up new avenues in drug development.
Quantum chemistry calculations will also aid the design of novel materials with desired properties, for instance
better catalysts for the automotive industry that curb emissions and help ght climate change. Right now, the
development of pharmaceuticals and performance materials relies massively on trial and error, which means it is
an iterative, time-consuming and terribly expensive process. Quantum computers may soon be able to change
this. They will signi cantly shorten product development cycles and reduce the costs for R&D.
Translated: Novel materials, drugs, and chemicals will

ood the earth.

Expect: You will no longer to be able to purchase materials, medications, or chemicals from the old world
system.
Spiritual Implications: Using fallen angel technology, quantum computer will drive the world deeply into
witchcraft through the manufacturing and alchemy of chemicals and novel materials with seemingly magical
properties. Build your ark now. We will have reached a pivotal time where the verse in Isaiah will be critical for
your walk of faith:

And He will delight in the fear of the LORD. He will not judge by what His eyes see, and He will not decide by what
His ears hear. Isaiah 11

4. Healthcare paradigm shift to prevention through diet
By 2025, healthcare systems will adopt more preventative health approaches based on the developing science
behind the health bene ts of plant-rich, nutrient-dense diets. This trend will be enabled by AI-powered and
systems biology-based technology that exponentially grows our knowledge of the role of speci c dietary
phytonutrients in speci c human health and functional outcomes. After the pandemic of 2020, consumers will be
more aware of the importance of their underlying health and will increasingly demand healthier food to help
support their natural defenses. Armed with a much deeper understanding of nutrition, the global food industry
can respond by o ering a broader range of product options to support optimal health outcomes. The healthcare
industry can respond by promoting earth’s plant intelligence for more resilient lives and to incentivize people to
take care of themselves in an e ort to reduce unsustainable costs.
Translated: Your healthcare will be based upon your genome, your blood, that you o er up to the AI beast
system. Healthcare as you know it today is over.
Expect: A two-pronged approach: Diet and access to food based upon your genome and also synthetic nutrition
because the mandate is noting from nature. As a human, or even an animal or plant cannot exist on a SynBio
diet. Expect major depopulation within the next ve years.
Spiritual Implications: Tainted SynBio foods will only harm your body, the Temple of the Living God. God, can and
does provide provision for His children such as the manna in the wilderness. Do you have the faith of a mustard
seed and believe that Jesus, the Bread of Life, can provide food provision for the days ahead?
5. 5G will enhance the global economy and save lives
Overnight, we’ve experienced a sharp increase in delivery services with a need for “day-of” goods from providers
like Amazon and Instacart - but it has been limited. With 5G networks in place, tied directly into autonomous
bots, goods would be delivered safely within hours.
Wi can’t scale to meet higher capacity demands. Sheltering-in-place has moved businesses and classrooms to
video conferencing, highlighting poor-quality networks. Low latency 5G networks would resolve this lack of
network reliability and even allow for more high-capacity services like telehealth, telesurgery and ER services.
Businesses can o set the high cost of mobility with economy-boosting activities including smart factories, realtime monitoring, and content-intensive, real-time edge-compute services. 5G private networks make this possible
and changes the mobile services economy.
The roll-out of 5G creates markets that we only imagine - like self-driving bots, along with a mobility-as-a-service
economy - and others we can’t imagine, enabling next generations to invent thriving markets and prosperous
causes.
Translated: All goods and services must be virtually compatible, within the beast AI system.
Expect: The imprisonment or permanent sheltering-in-place within your homes permanent.
Spiritual Implications: Violates the scripture:
And if one prevail against him, two shall withstand him; and a three-strand cord is not quickly broken.
Ecclesiastes 4:12, as well as where two or more are gathered. This will separate families, friends, and humanity
from each other. This is the beginning of the revelation of Anti-Christ.
6. A new normal in managing cancer
Technology drives data, data catalyzes knowledge, and knowledge enables empowerment. In tomorrow’s world,
cancer will be managed like any chronic health condition —we will be able to precisely identify what we may be
facing and be empowered to overcome it.
In other words, a new normal will emerge in how we can manage cancer. We will see more early and proactive
screening with improved diagnostics innovation, such as in better genome sequencing technology or in liquid
biopsy, that promises higher ease of testing, higher accuracy and ideally at an a ordable cost. Early detection and
intervention in common cancer types will not only save lives but reduce the nancial and emotional burden of late
discovery.
We will also see a revolution in treatment propelled by technology. Gene editing and immunotherapy that bring
fewer side e ects will have made greater headway. With advances in early screening and treatment going hand in
hand, cancer will no longer be the cursed 'C' word that inspires such fear among people.
Translated: Due to the technologically-induced environment the expectation is that every person will get cancer.
Expect: As everyone will get cancer the only option provided is technological phamakia that will eradicate your
cancer, but rather, toxify your body and gradually change your body into a garbage dump of pollution that also
attacks and cleans up environmental pollution, before you succumb in death from these toxins. Depopulation.
Spiritual Implications: God created us as healthy, vibrant, and pure creations.
7. Robotic retail
Historically, robotics has turned around many industries, while a few select sectors - such as grocery retail - have
remained largely untouched . With the use of a new robotics application called 'microful llment', Grocery
retailing will no longer look the same. The use of robotics downstream at a 'hyper local' level (as opposed to the
traditional upstream application in the supply chain) will disrupt this 100-year-old, $5 trillion industry and all its
stakeholders will experience signi cant change. Retailers will operate at a higher order of magnitude on
productivity, which will in turn result in positive and enticing returns in the online grocery business (unheard of at
the moment). This technology also unlocks broader access to food and a better customer proposition to
consumers at large: speed, product availability and cost. Microful llment centers are located in existing (and
typically less productive) real estate at the store level and can operate 5-10% more cheaply than a brick and
mortar store. We predict that value will be equally captured by retailers and consumers as online.
Translated: Microfullment centers are virtual robotic processing centers that are to disrupt and destroy brick and
mortar shopping and purchasing.
Expect: Your only option to purchase supplies will be through places such as Amazon that will quickly be robotic
only, with no human in the loop.
Spiritual Implications: You must learn very quickly to live as set apart people outside of the AI beast system. To
participate in this system is to be at peace with Anti-Christ and you cannot serve two masters.

No one can serve two masters: Either he will hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to the one and
despise the other. You cannot serve both God and money. Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what
you will eat or drink; or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than
clothes. Matthew 6
8. A blurring of physical and virtual spaces
One thing the current pandemic has shown us is how important technology is for maintaining and facilitating
communication - not simply for work purposes, but for building real emotional connections. In the next few years
we can expect to see this progress accelerate, with AI technology built to connect people at a human level and
drive them closer to each other, even when physically they’re apart. The line between physical space and virtual
will forever be blurred. We’ll start to see capabilities for global events - from SXSW to the Glastonbury Festival to provide fully digitalized alternatives, beyond simple live streaming into full experiences. However, it’s not as
simple as just providing these services - data privacy will have to be prioritized in order to create con dence
among consumers. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic we saw a lot in the news about concerns over the
security of video conferencing companies. These concerns aren’t going anywhere and as digital connectivity
increases, brands simply can’t a ord to give users anything less than full transparency and control over their data.
Translated: Interaction with other humans is forbidden. The only option for emotional connections is through the
AI beast system intermediary.
Expect: Social distancing is permanent. Only virtual gatherings will be permissible.
Spiritual Implications: God is the author of emotional and emotional connection. By capitulating to the technoonly agenda and using an intermediary other than Jesus Christ is to go against our Heavenly Father and all that He
stands for. Blurring of the lines between the physical, supernatural, and virtual can only bring destruction.
9. Putting individuals - not institutions - at the heart of healthcare
By 2025, the lines separating culture, information technology and health will be blurred. Engineering biology,
machine learning and the sharing economy will establish a framework for decentralizing the healthcare
continuum, moving it from institutions to the individual. Propelling this forward are advances in arti cial
intelligence and new supply chain delivery mechanisms, which require the real-time biological data that
engineering biology will deliver as simple, low-cost diagnostic tests to individuals in every corner of the globe. As a
result, morbidity, mortality and costs will decrease in acute conditions, such as infectious diseases, because only
the most severe cases will need additional care. Fewer infected people will leave their homes, dramatically
altering disease epidemiology while decreasing the burden on healthcare systems. A corresponding decrease in
costs and increase in the quality of care follows, as inexpensive diagnostics move expenses and power to the
individual, simultaneously increasing the cost-e ciency of care. Inextricable links between health, socioeconomic status and quality of life will begin to loosen, and tensions that exist by equating health with access to
healthcare institutions will dissipate. From daily care to pandemics, these converging technologies will alter
economic and social factors to relieve many pressures on the global human condition.
Translated: Humans will merge with machines with each one managed by the AI beast system through constant
sensory [hydrogel-quantum dot] monitoring, resulting in healthcare facilities no longer being needed.
Expect: Infected and testing, vaccine, and sensor non-compliant individual will not be allowed to leave their
homes.
Spiritual Implications: The kings of the earth with their revolutionary plot are urging you to throw o

and break

the bonds and ties with God to accept technological bondage.

The kings of the earth set themselves, and the princes plot together, against Jehovah and against his
anointed: Let us break their bonds asunder, and cast away their cords from us! Psalm 2
10. The future of construction has already begun
Construction will become a synchronized sequence of manufacturing processes, delivering control, change and
production at scale. It will be a safer, faster and more cost-e ective way to build the homes, o ces, factories
and other structures we need to thrive in cities and beyond. As rich datasets are created across the construction
industry through the internet of things, AI and image capture, to name a few, this vision is already coming to life.
Using data to deeply understand industry processes is profoundly enhancing the ability of eld professionals to
trust their instincts in real-time decision making, enabling learning and progress while gaining trust and adoption.
Actionable data sheds light where we could not see before, empowering leaders to manage projects proactively
rather than reactively. Precision in planning and execution enables construction professionals to control the
environment, instead of it controlling them, and creates repeatable processes that are easier to control,
automate, and teach.
That’s the future of construction. And it’s already begun.
Translated: The inspiration. planning, and execution [literally] will be a self-contained AI beast system that brings
the beast to life. It is designed for the very purpose to control and harness their engineered system.
Expect: Any construct not of the AI beast system will be executed. Depopulation.
Spiritual Implications: Construction has transitioned from building society to crafting the AI beast system and
bringing it to life.
11. Gigaton-scale CO2 removal will help to reverse climate change
A scale up of negative emission technologies, such as carbon dioxide removal, will remove climate-relevant
amounts of CO2 from the air. This will be necessary in order to limit global warming to 1.5°C. While humanity will
do everything possible to stop emitting more carbon into the atmosphere, it will also do everything it can in order
to remove historic CO2 from the air permanently. By becoming widely accessible, the demand for CO2 removal will
increase and costs will fall. CO2 removal will be scaled up to the gigaton-level, and will become the responsible
option for removing unavoidable emissions from the air. It will empower individuals to have a direct and climatepositive impact on the level of CO2 in the atmosphere. It will ultimately help to prevent global warming from
reaching dangerous levels and give humanity the potential to reverse climate change.
Translated: An arti cial enemy requires a synthetic beast synthesis solution.
Expect: The air on our planet could become inhospitable for current lifeforms. Think of this as a
neutron bomb destroying life but leaving the planet in tact to be populated by synthetic and demonic entities.
Spiritual Implications: Changing the makeup of our air has potential to destroy the divine breathe of life of
humans, and the respiration of animals and plants as well.
12. A new era in medicine
Medicine has always been on a quest to gather more knowledge and understanding of human biology for better
clinical decision-making. AI is that new tool that will enable us to extract more insights at an unprecedented level
from all the medical 'big data' that has never really been fully taken advantage of in the past. It will shift the world
of medicine and how it is practiced.
Translated: AI will become your physician
Expect: Your healthcare will be managed by AI
Spiritual Implications: Jesus is your healer. He is the Good Shepherd that cares for the sheep, unlike the hierling
[AI] who has its own nefarious agenda.

He healeth the broken in heart, and bindeth up their wounds. Psalm 147
13. Closing the wealth gap
Improvements in AI will nally put access to wealth creation within reach of the masses. Financial advisors, who
are knowledge workers, have been the mainstay of wealth management: using customized strategies to grow a
small nest egg into a larger one. Since knowledge workers are expensive, access to wealth management has often
meant you already need to be wealthy to preserve and grow your wealth. As a result, historically, wealth
management has been out of reach of those who needed it most. Arti cial intelligence is improving at such a
speed that the strategies employed by these nancial advisors will be accessible via technology, and therefore
a ordable for the masses. Just like you don’t need to know how near- eld communication works to use ApplePay,
tens of millions of people won’t have to know modern portfolio theory to be able to have their money work for
them.
Translated: The AI beast system will manage all your money and wealth.
Expect: AI nancial advisors who will control the gate to the nancial domain.
Spiritual Implications: Where do you put your wealth?

The deceits of wealth, put a stop to the growth of the word and it gives no fruit. Matthew 13:22
For where your wealth is, there also will your heart be. Matthew 6:21
But amass wealth for yourselves in Heaven, where neither the moth nor wear-and-tear destroys, and where
thieves do not break in and steal. Matthew 6:20
The kingdom of heaven is like a secret store of wealth in a eld, which a man came across and put back again;
and in his joy he goes and gives all he has, to get that eld. Matthew 13:44
14. A clean energy revolution supported by digital twins
Over the next ve years, the energy transition will reach a tipping point. The cost of new-build renewable energy
will be lower than the marginal cost of fossil fuels. A global innovation ecosystem will have provided an
environment in which problems can be addressed collectively, and allowed for the deployment of innovation to be
scaled rapidly. As a result, we will have seen an astounding increase in o shore wind capacity. We will have
achieved this through an unwavering commitment to digitalization, which will have gathered a pace that aligns
with Moore’s law to mirror solar’s innovation curve. The rapid development of digital twins - virtual replicas of
physical devices - will support a systems-level transformation of the energy sector. The scienti c machine
learning that combines physics-based models with big data will lead to leaner designs, lower operating costs and
ultimately clean, a ordable energy for all. The ability to monitor structural health in real-time and x things before
they break will result in safer, more resilient infrastructure and everything from wind farms to bridges and
unmanned aerial vehicles being protected by a real-time digital twin.
Translated: Virtual and self healing energy infrastructure
Expect: Transition from physical energy to virtual replica energy called digital twin.
Spiritual Implications: To bring forth a strong power other than God Almighty
1753. energeia -- mute, speechless
... Cognate: 1753 (the root of the English term "energy") -- ; power " (Wm. ... From energes;
e ciency ("energy") -- operation, strong, (e ectual) working. ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/1753.htm - 6k
1756. energes -- at work, active
... of due result, at work. Cognate: 1756 (an adjective) -- properly, ,
full-of-energy (operative). See 1754 (). Word Origin from en ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/1756.htm - 6k
1159. dapanao -- to spend, spend freely
... 1159 -- properly, to spend (expend); ( guratively) spending one's money, time,
energy, resources, etc.; (passive) become spent, (consumed by); "to exert great ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/1159.htm - 7k
1411. dunamis -- (miraculous) power, might, strength
... Spelling: (doo'-nam-is) Short De nition: might, power, marvelous works De nition:
(a) physical power, force, might, ability, e cacy, energy, meaning (b ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/1411.htm - 8k
5594. psucho -- to breathe, blow, to make cool
... J. Thayer) -- properly, "to blow, refresh with cool air" (Zod, ); ( guratively)
"to breathe cool by blowing, to grow cold, 'spiritual energy blighted or ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/5594.htm - 7k
1755. energema -- an e ect, operation
... Cognate: 1755 (a neuter noun) -- properly, ("operations"), focusing on the of God's
"energy" (power) in people living in His faith (note the su x, -). ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/1755.htm - 7k
4393. prophero -- to bring forth
... 4393 (from 4253 , "towards" and 5342 , "carry, bring along") -- properly, to bring
the goal forward with high energy (motion, force), ie moving something to ...
//strongsnumbers.com/greek2/4393.htm - 7k
15. Understanding the microscopic secrets hidden on surfaces
Every surface on Earth carries hidden information that will prove essential for avoiding pandemic-related crises,
both now and in the future. The built environment, where humans spend 90% of their lives, is laden with naturally
occurring microbiomes comprised of bacterial, fungal and viral ecosystems. Technology that accelerates our ability
to rapidly sample, digitalize and interpret microbiome data will transform our understanding of how pathogens
spread. Exposing this invisible microbiome data layer will identify genetic signatures that can predict when and
where people and groups are shedding pathogens, which surfaces and environments present the highest
transmission risk, and how these risks are impacted by our actions and change over time. We are just scratching
the surface of what microbiome data insights o er and will see this accelerate over the next ve years. These
insights will not only help us avoid and respond to pandemics, but will in uence how we design, operate and
clean environments like buildings, cars, subways and planes, in addition to how we support economic activity
without sacri cing public health.
Translated: Public health utilizing AI will be used to exploit the hidden information within your body and the
world at large.
Expect: Your microbime (the bacteria in your gut) will be used to transition you from being a human to a SynBio
(part human part robot) out of the legal salvation authority of Jesus. Becoming a SynBio will be essential as only
they will be considered "Clean Vessels" for use.
Spiritual Implications: When you become SynBio you cannot become holy and useful to Jesus.

Those who cleanse themselves from the latter will be instruments for special purposes, made holy, useful to the
Master and prepared to do any good work. 2 Timothy 2:21
16. Machine learning and AI expedite decarbonization in carbon-heavy industries
Over the next ve years, carbon-heavy industries will use machine learning and AI technology to dramatically
reduce their carbon footprint. Traditionally, industries like manufacturing and oil and gas have been slow to
implement decarbonization e orts as they struggle to maintain productivity and pro tability while doing so.
However, climate change, as well as regulatory pressure and market volatility, are pushing these industries to
adjust. For example, oil and gas and industrial manufacturing organizations are feeling the pinch of regulators,
who want them to signi cantly reduce CO2 emissions within the next few years. Technology-enabled initiatives
were vital to boosting decarbonizing e orts in sectors like transportation and buildings - and heavy industries will
follow a similar approach. Indeed, as a result of increasing digital transformation, carbon-heavy sectors will be
able to utilize advanced technologies, like AI and machine learning, using real-time, high- delity data from
billions of connected devices to e ciently and proactively reduce harmful emissions and decrease carbon
footprints.
Translated: Global regulators will pinch individuals and industry to reduce their carbon footprint.
Expect: Skyrockting prices, fewer options, and mandatory connectivity to the AI beast system.
Spiritual Implications: The English name carbon, comes from the Latin carbo for coal and charcoal, whence also
comes the French charbon, meaning charcoal. These Seraphim minister in the Holy place before the Throne of
God.

Isaiah 6:6 – “Then one of the seraphim ew to me with a live coal in his hand, which he had taken with tongs
from the altar. ”
Will you thwart the workings of God in your life for AI?
17. Privacy is pervasive – and prioritized
Despite the accelerating regulatory environments we’ve seen surface in recent years, we are now just seeing the
tip of the privacy iceberg, both from a regulatory and consumer standpoint. Five years from now, privacy and
data-centric security will have reached commodity status – and the ability for consumers to protect and control
sensitive data assets will be viewed as the rule rather than the exception. As awareness and understanding
continue to build, so will the prevalence of privacy preserving and enhancing capabilities, namely privacyenhancing technologies (PET). By 2025, PET as a technology category will become mainstream. They will be a
foundational element of enterprise privacy and security strategies rather than an added-on component integrated
only meet a minimum compliance threshold. While the world will still lack a global privacy standard,
organizations will embrace a data-centric approach to security that provides the exibility necessary to adapt to
regional regulations and consumer expectations. These e orts will be led by cross-functional teams representing
the data, privacy and security interests within an organization.
Translated: Deception. You will be told that your data is private, but in reality it will be a commercial product and
therefore exploitable.
Expect: No data privacy.
Spiritual Implications: I put my *trust* in Jesus not AI. Jesus alone has the power to conceal and disclose.

There is nothing concealed that will not be disclosed, or hidden that will not be made known.

Luke 12:2

HOW WI LL TECHNOLOGY CHAN GE THE WORLD IN THE N EX T FIVE YEARS?

It is very exciting to see the pace and transformative potential of today’s innovative technologies being applied to
solve the world’s most pressing problems, such as feeding a global and growing population; improving access to
and quality of healthcare; and signi cantly reducing carbon emissions to arrest the negative e ects of climate
change. The next ve years will see profound improvements in addressing these challenges as entrepreneurs, the
investment community and the world’s largest enterprise R&D organizations focus on developing and deploying
solutions that will deliver tangible results.
While the COVID-19 pandemic has provided a di cult lesson in just how susceptible our world is today to human
and economic turmoil, it has also - perhaps for the rst time in history - necessitated global collaboration, data
transparency and speed at the highest levels of government in order to minimize an immediate threat to human
life. History will be our judge, but despite the heroic resolve and resiliency on a country by country basis, as a
world we have underperformed. As a global community and through platforms like the World Economic Forum, we
must continue to bring visibility to these issues while recognizing and supporting the opportunities for technology
and innovation that can best and most rapidly address them.
Robert Piconi, CEO of Energy Vault

THE LAST WORD
The words of Jesus ring so true. Be not deceived. And so my friends, within ve years, we will see the mark of
the Beast and also the revelation of Anti-Christ, which I rmly believe is beginning to occur before our very eyes.
For further reading: https://archive.org/details/FutureShock-To

er
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Celeste has worked as a contractor for Homeland Security and FEMA. Her training and activations include the
infamous day of 911, ood and earthquake operations, mass casualty exercises, and numerous other operations.
Celeste is FEMA certi ed and has completed the Professional Development Emergency Management Series.
Train-the-Trainer
Incident Command
Integrated EM: Preparedness, Response, Recovery, Mitigation
Emergency Plan Design including all Emergency Support Functions
Principles of Emergency Management
Developing Volunteer Resources
Emergency Planning and Development
Leadership and In uence, Decision Making in Crisis
Exercise Design and Evaluation
Public Assistance Applications
Emergency Operations Interface
Public Information O

cer

Flood Fight Operations
Domestic Preparedness for Weapons of Mass Destruction
Incident Command (ICS-NIMS)
Multi-Hazards for Schools
Rapid Evaluation of Structures-Earthquakes
Weather Spotter for National Weather Service
Logistics, Operations, Communications
Community Emergency Response Team Leader
Behavior Recognition
Celeste grew up in military & governmental home with her father working for the Naval Warfare Center, and later
as Assistant Director for Public Lands and Natural Resources, in both Washington State and California.
Celeste also has training and expertise in small agricultural lobbying, Integrative/Functional Medicine,
asymmetrical and symmetrical warfare, and Organic Farming..
EMF Protection
My educational eBooks
Prep Resources for the Climate Chaos
Climate Revolution: The Grand Solar Minimum

REVISED EDITION Electromagnetic Radiation Protection Solutions
PAPERBACK Link
KINDLE Link
PDF Link

The 7 Thunders Revealed
PAPERBACK Link
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Special price book combo
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